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Workshop objectives

• Recognize the features and structure of a 
questionnaire

• Identify the purpose of using questionnaire

• Construct a questionnaire based on the 
principles of ROTLEF



What is a questionnaire?

• Basically a research instrument

• Consists of ‘questions’ and other prompts for 
the purpose of gathering information from 
respondents

• Gather data about a specific sample, group(s) 
of people or the population

• Translate researchers’ information needs into 
a set of questions that respondents willing to 
answer



What is a questionnaire?

• Used in various fields / area of research

• “It’s function is measurement” (Oppenheim, 
1992)

• Understand opinions, views, beliefs, 
attitudes, behaviours (some; to a certain 
extent only), experiences and gain some basic 
information. 



Structure of questionnaire & terms

• Items form Constructs

• Constructs form a Questionnaire

• There is no such term as ‘questions’ in the 
construction of questionnaire



Scale Identifier

Likert Scale

Items

Construct



Purpose of using Questionnaire

• Target large amount of people

• Use to describe, compare or explain

• Can cover activities and behaviour, 
knowledge, attitudes, preferences

• Specific objectives, standardised and highly 
structured questions

• Collect quantitative data – information that 
can be counted or measured



Strengths of using Questionnaire

• Can target large number of people

• Reach respondents in widely dispersed locations

• Can be relatively low cost in time and money

• Relatively easy to get information from people quickly

• Standardised questions

• Analysis can be straight-forward and responses pre-
coded

• Low pressure for respondents

• Avoid interviewer bias 



Limitations of using Questionnaire

• Low response rate and consequent bias and 
confidence in results

• Unsuitable for some people (poor literacy, 
visually impaired, young children)

• Question wording can have major effect on 
answers

• Misunderstandings cannot be corrected



Limitations of using Questionnaire

• No opportunities to probe and develop 
answers

• No control over the context and order 
questions are answered

• High possibility of incomplete responses

• Seeks information only by asking, can we trust 
what people say? e.g. issues with over-
reporting



Stages of Questionnaire 
Construction



Stage 1: Think & Plan 

Think about these things:

1.Do I adapt a questionnaire? 

2.Do I adopt a questionnaire? 

3.Do I buy a questionnaire (instrument)?

4.Do I construct my own questionnaire 

• Why? 

• How?



Stage 1: Think & Plan

How many items should I have 
in one construct?

At least 10 items. According to Pallant (2001), the 
more items in a construct, the stronger it will be.
(*Exceptions given to instruments rigorously 
researched using FACTOR ANALYSIS, which may 
have less than 10 items)



Stage 2: Construct using the Kabilan's
ROTLEF Principles

• Constructs reflect the research objective. All items reflect the
constructs. The items cover all aspects of the construct. 

• Theories, models, principles used as main guidelines

• Literature used to add items and strengthen the construct

• Experiences, personal observations and local/contextualized 
knowledge used to enrich quality of items

• Focus group interviews used to ensure all items are included 
and define the construct

•
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Research objective (Rotems)

• The study aims to identify USM postgraduate students' 
motivation level in completing their thesis

• Step 1: What are the relevant constructs for this RO?

• Step 2: Write as many items as possible for each construct. 

• At this stage focus on the content; you can revise and 
restructure items later in the review stage. 
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Theory, models, principles: Andragogy
(Theotems)

• Andragogy is a set of 6 principles about how adults learn. 
See Note1.

• Step 1: Extract main ideas from the principle iden�fied

• Step 2: List them and then match to the RO

• Step 3: Use the relevant ideas; discard the irrelevant ones

• Step 4: Revise and restructure the ideas into items in the form 
of phrases. These will be your Theotems.  
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Literature (conceptual papers and previous 
research) (Litems)

• Use ideas from conceptual papers and findings from past 
research to add new items i.e. Litems. Preferably current 
literature.

• Would be even better if Litems can be related and give 
meaning to Theotems

• The main aim of including Litems is to add quantity to the 
existing number of Theotems, and thus strengthening the 
construct. 
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Litems (continued)

• Refer to Note 2

• Step 1: Skim and scan the sec�ons of FINDINGS, DISCUSSIONS 

AND CONCLUSION 

• Step 2: Iden�fy and list new/different findings, ideas and 

concepts. 

• Step 3: Revise and restructure the ideas into items that have 

similar structure to Theotems created earlier. These will be 

your Litems. 
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Experiences (Etems)

• One’s experiences are made of one’s observations and 
contextualized ideas, norms, practices and knowledge. 

• Researcher's experiences are important since research is 
usually contextualized in(to) a specific situation/condition, 
sample/population, time/period, justifications/rationale and 
venue/place. 

• The above addresses the issue of constructing quality 
constructs and items, leading to a quality questionnaire. 

• Etems should provide data that directly answers the problem 
statement 
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Etems (continued)

Step 1: Make wri�en notes of your Experiences that 
encompasses the following:

a. Observations 

b. Ideas 

c. Norms

d. Practices

e. Knowledge 

Construct



Etems (continued)

• Step 2: Revise and restructure the wri�en notes into 
items that have similar structure to Theotems and 
Litems created earlier. These will be your Etems. 

• Note: At times, you may not obtain any Etems, as 
Rotems, Theotems and Litems may have covered 
aspects related to Etems. 



Focus group interviews (Fotems)

• The aim of the focus group interview is to ensure all items are 
included and define the construct comprehensively.

• Items derived from focus group interview are called Fotems

• Fotems help ensure validity of the construct, and thus 
contribute to reliability. 
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Fotems (continued)

• Step 1: Conduct a focus-group interview with 4-5 respondents, who 
were not involved in the process of the questionnaire construction

• Step 2: Begin by asking general ques�ons  related to the constructs 
that you want to develop. Examples, “What is your views on 
writing thesis?”,  “What is your motivation level in terms of 
writing thesis?”

• Step 3: Proceed by asking more specific ques�ons related to the
construct. Examples, “What are the factors that motivate you to 
complete your thesis?”

• Step 4: List out items that are different from your exis�ng ones. 
Revise and restructure and insert where appropriate.  



Question wording – things to avoid

• Abbreviations (SPM, MCE…)

• Alternative meanings (cool, hot, strong person etc)

• Ambiguity and vague wording (fairly, generally, you –
the respondent, household, family?)

• Doubled barrel items. (“Do you speak English or
French?”; “I like teachers who show and teachers who 
discuss”)

• Double negatives (Why don’t you don’t read books?)

• Inappropriate categories



Question wording – things to avoid

• Leading questions (“Wasn’t earning with programme ABC a 
good experience for you?”)

• Memory issues (“Do you remember what happened 2 years 
ago?”)

• Social desirability (personal income etc, playing truant is bad 
for you – asking a group of students playing truant!)

• Question complexity (“What do you most value in life?” “How 
would you react in certain emotional situation?”)



Question wording – other things to 
think about

• Missing categories – include ‘other’, ‘don’t know’
and ‘not applicable’

• Sensitive questions
• Simple language – not technical or slang
• Question ordering
• Open or closed questions?

– Closed question – choice of alternative replies
– Open question – written text (or spoken answers)



Open and closed questions 
(from Oppenheim, 1992)

Strength Limitation

OPEN Freedom & spontaneity of 
answer

Time-consuming

Opportunity to probe Coding more problematic

Useful for testing hypothesis 
about ideas or awareness

More effort from respondents

CLOSED Requires little time Loss of spontaneous responses

No extended writing Bias in answer categories

Low costs Sometimes too crude

Easy to process May irritate respondents

Make group comparisons 
easy

Useful for testing specific 
hypothesis



Develop your questionnaire!



Thank you!

kabilan@usm.my

Ext: 2966
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